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Promoting Your

Breed/Discipline

Through

EMAIL

MARKETING



OVERVIEW

▸Resources

▸Best Practices:

▸Data management

▸General

▸Design

▸Analytics

▸Q&A



RESOURCES

ESP vs Design Tools

▸Picking an Email Service Provider (ESP)

▸ Common ESPs: Constant Contact, Mailchimp, Vertical Response, Salesforce, Acoustic

▸ Account for organizational needs: send counts, design tools/editor, analytics

▸Template Design Tools

▸ WYSIWYG/drag and drop editors: Chamaileon, Bee

▸ Raw HTML code editors: Adobe Dreamweaver, Google Web Designer

▸Find a combination that works best for your price point and comfort level



RESOURCES

Chamaileon



BEST PRACTICES: DATA MANAGEMENT

▸CRM System

▸ Customer relationship management

▸ Will this be your main database?

▸ Will you need to form smaller queries based on attributes?

▸Data confidentiality

▸ Opt ins and opt-outs

▸ Emails on behalf of partners



BEST PRACTICES: GENERAL

▸Subject lines and preview text

▸ Keep it short, prioritize the first 20 characters

▸Frequency/spacing

▸ Don’t cause email fatigue

▸Email weight

▸ Keep email size below 100KB

▸Email Width

▸ No wider than 600 pixels



BEST PRACTICES: GENERAL

▸Drive to website

▸Things to include:

Logo

Clear message

Call to action

Contact information

Link to website

Unsubscribe button

▸Marketing vs transactional emails



BEST PRACTICES: GENERAL

▸Quick stats

▸ >60% of emails are opened on a mobile device

▸ Emails that require an action are then often re-opened on a 

desktop

▸Responsive vs Mobile friendly (tbc in design)

▸ Responsive = scalable and “smart” to know on what type of 

device it is being rendered

▸ Mobile friendly = not responsive, but this single-column static 

design takes into account how it will be rendered on mobile, and 

desktop will mirror that



BEST PRACTICES: DESIGN

▸Standardized email templates

▸Brand guidelines

▸ Colors, fonts, layouts

▸Readability

▸ Break it into sections

▸ Teasers with “read more” buttons for higher analytics



▸Videos

▸ Videos cannot be embedded into emails, but the end user doesn’t need to know that

▸ Thumbnail images with with play buttons can link to a page where the content is hosted

BEST PRACTICES: DESIGN

▸ Images

▸ Maintain quality for both desktop and mobile

▸ Be conscious of image weight

▸ 1000 px wide is a good starting point for scaling down to 

image frame size



ANALYTICS

LINGO

▸ Gross vs Unique

▸ Open Rate = opens/sent

▸ Click Through Rate = clicks/sent

▸ Click-to-Open Rate

= unique clicks/ unique opens

▸ Unsubscribe Rate

=unsubscribes/sent



ANALYTICS

So many metrics… which ones matter?

▸Opens vs Open Rate 

▸Clicks vs CTR vs CTOR

▸Unsubscribes, unsubscribe rate

▸Relative interaction levels

▸ Open rate

▸ Click through rate

▸ Unsubscribe rate
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QUESTIONS?
TAYLOR REA
SENIOR MARKETING MANAGER

TREA@USEF.ORG


